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ABSTRACT: A tornado outbreak occurred across the Southeast United States on 13–14 April 2019, during the Verifica-
tion of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment–Southeast (VORTEX-SE) Meso18-19 experiment. Among the
most noteworthy events was a pair of large tornadoes in Monroe County, Mississippi, near the Columbus Air Force Base
(GWX) Weather Surveillance Radar–1988 Doppler (WSR-88D). The second tornado, near the Greenwood Springs com-
munity, formed within the “no data” region near the radar and passed about 900 m to its east, rapidly strengthening into
an intense tornado. This tornado produced forest devastation and electrical infrastructure damage up to at least EF4 inten-
sity. The maximum radial velocity from GWX was 81.5 m s21 (182 mph) in a resolution volume centered at 56 m (183 ft)
above radar level. This paper presents a damage survey of the Greenwood Springs tornado and compares this assessment
to the GWX data. A displacement of the maximum forest damage from the maximum radial velocity, despite the radar
beam sampling ,100 m ARL, is documented, as well as other likely effects of debris loading by the tornado on the
observed radar signatures. The radar observations are placed into context with past mobile radar studies to illustrate the
unique nature of this dataset. The relationship between radar data and damage observations, the implications for tornado
structure in rough terrain and land cover, and the use of forest damage and radar data in tornado intensity estimation are
discussed.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: This study showcases radar and damage observations of an intense tornado in a
forested region of Mississippi. The formation of the tornado within 1 km of a WSR-88D allowed for near-surface radar
observations to be collected as significant tree destruction was occurring. Doppler velocities below 60 m above radar
level (ARL), near tree canopy top, exceeded 80 m s21. Tree damage patterns were complicated while the tornado was
near maximum intensity. The most severe tree damage was notably displaced from the highest radar-observed veloci-
ties, despite the radar sampling as low as 45 m ARL. These findings highlight challenges in utilizing radar data to
estimate tornado intensity and structure, particularly in a region of relatively high surface and terrain roughness.
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1. Introduction

The Southeast is the most vulnerable region of the United
States for tornado impacts, including tornado-related fatalities
(Ashley 2007). The region is particularly susceptible to large,
long-tracked, significant tornadoes capable of producing wide-
spread damage (Dixon et al. 2011; Coleman and Dixon 2014).
Across the Southeast states, 33%–46% of tornadoes occur
during the nighttime hours, when residents are more likely to
be asleep and less likely to receive advanced warning (Ashley
et al. 2008; Kis and Straka 2010; Krocak and Brooks 2018).
Mobile and manufactured homes are a common form of hous-
ing and are spread across the landscape, leading to increased
vulnerability in the Southeast. For example, there is a 350%
higher probability of impact to mobile homes in Alabama
than in Kansas for any given tornado given the higher mobile
home fraction and increased spatial distribution in Alabama
(Strader and Ashley 2018).

While many parts of the Southeast feature dense, vulnera-
ble populations, other areas are sparsely populated. Many of
these areas are densely wooded and pose challenges to asse-
ssing tornado path characteristics, particularly intensity as
estimated by the enhanced Fujita (EF) scale. The initial esti-
mation of wind speed values associated with varying degrees
of damage to trees was performed through the same process
of expert elicitation that was used to develop wind speed esti-
mates for all damage indicators (DIs) and degrees of damage
(DODs) in the EF scale (WSEC 2006). None of the experts
who participated in the elicitation process were tree damage
experts. Recent studies have generally followed two ap-
proaches to estimating tornado intensity through tree damage.
The first approach employs statistical modeling of wind speed
in association with tree-fall fraction in densely forested areas
(Godfrey and Peterson 2017). Tree-fall fraction already serves
as the underpinning for the tree damage indicator in the
Canadian version of the EF scale (Environment Canada 2021).
The other primary approaches to estimating tornado intensity
from tree damage generally involve fitting a translating Rankine
vortex model (Rankine 1901) to observed tree-fall patterns
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to estimate the corresponding radial, tangential, and total hori-
zontal wind velocity components of the vortex (Holland et al.
2006; Beck and Dotzek 2010; Karstens et al. 2013; Lombardo
et al. 2015; Rhee and Lombardo 2018; Rhee et al. 2021). Improv-
ing the estimation of tornado intensity through more robust tree
damage analysis would serve to improve efforts that are key mo-
tivations for tornado intensity estimation in the first place, such
as diagnosis of climatological tornado risk (e.g., Feuerstein et al.
2005; Agee and Childs 2014; Lepore and Tippett 2020), under-
standing the relationship between radar-observed characteristics
of tornadic storms and tornado intensity (e.g., LaDue et al. 2012;
Van Den Broeke and Jauernic 2014; Kingfield and LaDue 2015;
Smith et al. 2015, 2020a,b; Gibbs 2016; Thompson et al. 2017;
Gibbs and Bowers 2019), and historical tornado event documen-
tation (e.g., Fuhrmann et al. 2014).

While tree-fall fraction and pattern estimation of tornado
intensity are relatively new damage assessment techniques,
the evaluation of tree damage from tornadoes is not a novel
pursuit. Fujita (1989) utilized tree-fall damage in Grand Teton
National Park to estimate the intensity of an extremely large
tornado that impacted the area on 21 July 1987, estimating the
damage to be of F4 intensity on the legacy Fujita scale. Other
notable past tornadoes in densely forested areas have included
an F5 tornado in the Bankhead National Forest in northwest-
ern Alabama on 3 April 1974 (Vaughan and Vonnegut 1976),
an F4 tornado of greater than 4 km maximum damage width in
the Moshannon State Forest of central Pennsylvania on 31 May
1985 (Forbes 1998), and an F3 tornado in the Uinta Mountains
of Utah on 11 August 1993 (Dunn and Vasiloff 2001). Additional
studies have shown that tree damage from tornadoes can be
identified in satellite imagery, either through land cover changes
(Jedlovec et al. 2006; Molthan et al. 2014; Kingfield and de Beurs
2017) or direct identification in visible imagery on the order of
centimeters of resolution (e.g., Lyza et al. 2019).

The need for estimating tornado intensity from damage
arises from the scarcity of direct measurements of tornadoes.
In situ measurements of tornadoes are exceedingly uncom-
mon, limited to a select number of targeted observations (e.g.,
Karstens et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011; Wurman et al. 2013) or
through serendipitous encounters between tornadoes and
surface meteorological instruments (e.g., Blair et al. 2008;
Blanchard 2013). However, the difficulty and inherent risks
associated with the collection of in situ tornado meas-
urements (e.g., Wurman et al. 2014) have led to the use of
mobile Doppler radar systems as a preferred method for
collecting information about tornado structure. Such stud-
ies have elucidated aspects of tornado characteristics and
evolution such as genesis and dissipation processes (e.g.,
Bluestein et al. 2003b, 2016, 2019; Wurman et al. 2007a,b;
Atkins et al. 2012; French et al. 2013; Kosiba et al. 2013;
Houser et al. 2015; Klees et al. 2016; McKeown et al. 2020),
near-surface intensity (e.g., Bluestein and Pazmany 2000;
Burgess et al. 2002; Alexander and Wurman 2005; Wurman
and Alexander 2005; Tanamachi et al. 2013; Bluestein et al.
2015; Wakimoto et al. 2016; Houser et al. 2020), vortex struc-
ture (e.g., Wurman andGill 2000;Wurman 2002; Bluestein et al.
2003a, 2004, 2007a,b, 2015, 2018, 2019; Alexander and Wurman
2005; Lee and Wurman 2005; Wurman and Alexander 2005;

Tanamachi et al. 2007, 2013; Wurman et al. 2007b, 2010, 2013;
Marquis et al. 2008; Wakimoto et al. 2011, 2012, 2018, 2020;
Atkins et al. 2012; Kosiba and Wurman 2013; Wurman and
Kosiba 2013; French et al. 2014, 2015; Houser et al. 2016;
Mahre et al. 2018; Griffin et al. 2019; Wienhoff et al. 2020),
and even the confirmation or refutation of tornado existence
(e.g., French et al. 2009, Snyder et al. 2020, Wienhoff et al.
2020). These studies, however, nearly ubiquitously examine
tornadoes that occurred over the Great Plains region of the
United States, where relatively flat, open land provides the
most frequent opportunities for the near-range, high-resolution
radar data collection necessary to resolve the tornado- and
near-tornado-scale circulation. Conversely, while the Southeast
is at least as prone to tornadoes as the Plains, the combination
of terrain, copious tree coverage, higher population density,
and more nocturnal tornado events poses extreme difficulty
to obtaining targeted observations of tornadoes with mobile
radars. Recent mobile radar observational efforts in the South-
east, in association with the Verification of the Origins of
Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment-Southeast (VORTEX-SE)
project, have focused on designing radar networks using
known, pre-scouted locations to minimize low-level beam
blocking of the mobile radar assets (e.g., Lyza et al. 2020b).
This prearranged strategy serves to target storm-scale and
near-storm environment research goals, with the understand-
ing that acquiring tornado-scale-resolution data would require
the serendipity of a tornado passing very close to one of the
radar sites comprising the instrumentation domain.

One such serendipitous event occurred late in the evening
of 13 April 2019, during the VORTEX-SE Meso18-19 field
campaign. A cyclic high-precipitation supercell embedded
within a quasi-linear convective system (QLCS) produced a
pair of large tornadoes in Monroe County, Mississippi, as part
of a regional tornado outbreak (Fig. 1). The second tornado
in Monroe County, near Greenwood Springs, formed the
“no data” region of the National Weather Service (NWS)
Weather Surveillance Radar–1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) that
serves nearby Columbus Air Force Base (GWX). The center
of the damage track passed approximately 920 m east of the
radar site at closest pass, rapidly intensifying into an ex-
tremely powerful tornado as it moved away from GWX. For-
tuitously, the tornado proceeded to move through a sparsely
populated portion of Monroe County, mostly impacting a
combination of wooded areas and some harvested plots and
only impacting residences along the fringes of the track or
well after the tornado had weakened substantially from peak
intensity.

The extremely close passage of the Greenwood Springs tor-
nado to the GWX radar allows for the rare opportunity to
evaluate the near-surface intensity of a tornado in the South-
east United States and near-surface radar observations in
comparison to significant tree devastation. Damage survey
and radar data collection and analysis methods are described
in detail, and caveats to each are discussed to form a robust
understanding of potential error sources. The utility of this
dataset to further bolster tree damage assessment using the
EF scale is addressed.
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2. Data and methods

Monroe County, Mississippi, lies within the NWS Memphis
Weather Forecast Office’s (WFO MEG) county warning
area. WFO MEG dispatched a survey team to the area on
14 April to assess the damage associated with the tornadoes.
However, a 14-km portion of the Greenwood Springs track
featured no damage information from the original survey
team (Fig. 2). Personal communication with meteorologists at
WFO MEG indicated that this portion of the track was
largely inaccessible on 14 April, owing to tree falls blocking
roads that would be needed to access the area.

To better understand the damage caused by the Greenwood
Springs tornado, the first two authors (Lyza and Goudeau) per-
formed an additional ground survey of the track 2 days later,
on 16 April. This survey focused on the 14-km gap in the origi-
nal ground survey by WFO MEG. Upon realizing the true
scope of the damage in this region (described in section 3) and
noting its proximity to GWX, a plan was developed to have
aerial imagery collected along the track of the tornado. This
imagery was collected on 30 April through SellersPhoto,

a Huntsville-based commercial aerial photography service.
A total of twenty-eight 300-megapixel aerial images were col-
lected along the Greenwood Springs tornado track, each with
an image resolution of ≈15 cm.

This imagery was then georeferenced in the ArcGIS and
QGIS software packages and synthesized with the ground sur-
vey information into a final assessment of the tornado track.
The intensity assessment was derived strictly from the damage
information (i.e., radar data were not used to assign the rating
applied to the tornado). To more accurately estimate the
intensity of the tree damage produced by the tornado, four
adjacent 1800-m-wide cross sections of 100 m 3 100 m plots
(72 plots total) were drawn across the track in the region of
maximum tree fall to apply the tree-fall fraction method for
estimating tornado intensity from Godfrey and Peterson
(2017). Given the large size of the tornado and local tree
farming and harvesting practices, many of the plots did not
have uniform mature tree coverage. Additionally, the 15-cm
resolution and density of mature trees in the plots that did
have full tree coverage made it difficult to identify a precise
fraction of tree fall for plots were a large majority (.80%) of
trees were either standing or fallen. However, the damage
was so severe in the core of the damage track that this
method was found to be useful to help apply a maximum
damage intensity, in consultation with several tree damage
experts, since several plots had no identifiable trees left
standing. The Canadian EF scale, which is based in part on
the methods of Godfrey and Peterson (2017), was also refer-
enced in assessing the maximum damage intensity. Tree-fall
patterns in the peak intensity damage swath were also com-
pared qualitatively to model results from Holland et al. (2006)
to bolster confidence in the maximum damage intensity esti-
mate. The final damage assessment is provided in section 3,
along with a comparison of this methodology to the opera-
tional U.S. EF scale.

FIG. 2. Screenshot taken from the NWS Damage Assessment Toolkit (DAT) on 26 Apr 2019 of the 13 Apr 2019
Monroe County, Mississippi, tornado tracks, as assessed by WFO MEG. The Greenwood Springs tornado track and
the 14-km gap in damage information are highlighted.

FIG. 1. Overview map of the 13–14 Apr 2019 tornado outbreak
across the southern United States. The location of the Greenwood
Springs tornado is highlighted in purple, with other tracks in red.
Additional tornadoes occurred farther to the north across Ohio
and Pennsylvania on the afternoon of 14 Apr (not shown).
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Radar data from GWX were also examined to glean further
information about characteristics of the Greenwood Springs
tornado. GWX was operating in volume coverage pattern
(VCP) 212 (NWS 2021) with two additional 0.58 sweeps per
volume through the Multiple Elevation Scan Option for Sup-
plemental Adaptive IntraVolume Low-Level Scan (MESO-
SAILS; Chrisman 2014) option, resulting in a volume time
ranging between 5 min 56 s and 6 min 15 s and 0.58 elevation
sweeps ranging from 1 min 49 s to 2 min 13 s during the life cy-
cle of the Greenwood Springs tornado. The proximity of this
tornado to GWX posed challenges to automatic de-aliasing of
radar data near the time of the tornado’s likely peak intensity,
despite a Nyquist velocity of 24.1 m s21 at the 0.58, 0.98, and
1.38 elevations. Manual de-aliasing of velocity data was per-
formed using the SOLO3 software package from NCAR (Oye
et al. 1995). Once de-aliased, the maximum radial velocity and
the rotational velocity (VROT), defined as half the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum radial velocity values, were
calculated for each sweep during the tornado’s life cycle where
the rotational couplet was centered below 1 km above radar
level (ARL) as estimated using a calculation of beam height
employing the effective Earth radius (e.g., Schelleng et al.

1933). The Python ARMRadar Toolkit (Py-ART; Helmus and
Collis 2016) software package was used to plot the radar data.

Characteristics of the polarimetric tornado debris signature
(TDS; e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2005) were also assessed. Since the
“best” copolar correlation coefficient (rhv) threshold for defin-
ing a TDS is unresolved (e.g., Schultz et al. 2012; Bodine et al.
2013; Skow and Cogil 2017), sensitivity tests were carried out to
examine how different thresholds would impact the analysis of
TDS characteristics with the Greenwood Springs tornado. TDS
diameter and depth were evaluated for thresholds of rhv , 0.80,
0.85, 0.90, and 0.95. To minimize sensitivity of TDS diameter to
the variability of beamwidth at differing ranges, TDS diameter
was measured along-radial. The resolution volume range depth
of the GWX radar data was 250 m, the beamwidth was 0.98, and
the azimuthal sampling interval (radial increment) was reduced
to 0.58 through the employment of super-resolution data proc-
essing (Brown et al. 2005; Wood et al. 2009).

3. Damage survey findings

This initial damage survey on 14 April led to WFO MEG
assigning the Greenwood Springs tornado a pathlength of
21.2 km (13.2 mi), a path width of 366 m (400 yd), and an
EF1 rating, with maximum 3-s gust speed estimated at
42.5–44.7 m s21 (95–100 mph; IEM 2020). The follow-up sur-
vey by UAH personnel on 16 April focused on the 14-km gap
between damage points in the damage assessment toolkit
(DAT) described in section 2. The UAH survey team traveled
north to south through the information gap. At the northern
end of the gap, the team estimated tree damage at EF1–EF2
intensity across a width of ≈805–965 m (0.5–0.6 mi). The dam-
age indicated the possible presence of multiple vortices within
the tornado, with distinct swaths of more intense tree damage
embedded within lesser damage. At least one instance of sub-
strate lofting was observed, with about half of a yellow pine
tree thrown ≈20 m toward the west, inward toward the center
of the tornado track.

The severity and extent of the damage observed by the
UAH survey team steadily increased as the team progressed
southward along the track. Eventually, tree damage peaked in
nearly total annihilation of mature forest, consisting of yellow
pine and some hardwood species, along Brown Taylor Road,
approximately 3–7 km NNE of GWX. Tree falls along the
road traveled by the survey crew were estimated to comprise
at least 75% of trees, with evidence of potentially more signif-
icant tree-fall fraction closer to the tornado center (Fig. 3).
Damage extended along one road roughly normal to the long
axis of the path for at least 1600 m (1 mi).

In addition to the tree damage, the survey team encoun-
tered crews from the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA),
who were replacing five 500-kV transmission truss towers
downed in the tornado. Drone footage acquired by Live
Storms Media, Inc.1 and obtained by the survey team con-
firmed their collapse. One tower had two of its support
footers pulled out of the ground, and another had a portion

FIG. 3. Images of severe tree damage found by the UAH ground
survey team along Brown Taylor Road NNE of the GWX radar.
(top) What appeared as likely extreme tree damage just west of
the road is noted.

1 A watermarked version of the drone footage can be viewed
publicly at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpDx_2r6LQ8.
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of its arm structure driven into the soil (Fig. 4). The other
three towers exhibited somewhat lesser damage to their
structures, indicating they may have failed from a combina-
tion of wind and stresses applied along the power lines by
the other two failed towers. The UAH team assessed the
three lesser-damaged towers as EF2, while the two more
severely damaged towers were rated EF3. The EF3 rating
to the towers was applied based on the damage indicator
(DI 24 on the U.S. operational EF scale) and degree of
damage (DOD 6) to the towers in the context of the sur-
rounding severe tree damage. Trees near the EF2 towers
also suffered lesser damage.

Aside from the damage to the transmission towers, only
limited damage to built infrastructure was noted. Most
structures impacted by the tornado resided along the outer
fringes of the tornado track. A barn was leveled on the
western fringe of the tornado track, near the downed trans-
mission towers and estimated area of peak tornado inten-
sity. One of the metal panels from the roof of the barn was
discovered by the UAH survey team to have cut through a
stand of brush and impaled itself approximately 30 cm (1 ft)
into an embankment. Damage to this barn was assessed to be
EF2 (DI 1, DOD 8). A couple residential buildings and addi-
tional outbuildings nearby received EF0–EF1 damage (DI 1,
DOD2; DI 2, DOD 4) along the far western edge of the
tornado track.

Most of the other damage to structures caused by this
tornado occurred near the end of the tornado track and was

assessed to be EF0 damage by WFO MEG. One abandoned
frame home was impacted along the eastern fringe of the
most intense core of tree damage, just northwest of the col-
lapsed transmission towers. While this structure did survive
intact, several large trees were observed to have fallen on it
(Fig. 5). The survival of this structure and its implications for
interpretation of the intensity of the tornado are discussed in
section 5.

While the ground survey provided a wealth of information
about the true magnitude of the Greenwood Springs tornado,
several questions remained. The survey team could confirm
that the total swath of damage was at least 1600 m (1 mi)
wide, but there was still substantial uncertainty in the maxi-
mum width. This uncertainty was largely driven by an 8-km
stretch of the tornado track where no public roads crossed the
western edge of the damage swath. Additionally, it was un-
clear to the survey team whether all the damage observed was
due to the tornado itself or if some of it may have been caused
by the rear flank downdraft (RFD) outflow of the supercell.

As described in section 2, aerial imagery was obtained by
UAH personnel through the SellersPhoto aerial photography
company in Huntsville to address these uncertainties. The ae-
rial imagery confirmed the wide extent of tree destruction. It
revealed a swath approximately 200–300 m wide of near-100%
tree fall just west of the road where the UAH survey team wit-
nessed the most intense tree damage (Fig. 3). The aerial imagery
also revealed extensive complexity to the pattern of tree falls
at several points along the track. These complexities included

FIG. 4. (top left) Map of the location of downed transmission towers, (bottom left) side-view drone footage of the
collapsed towers, and (top right) drone footage of the impaling of one arm of tower 1 into the ground and (bottom
right) the loosening of a footer of tower 2 from the ground. The numbers on the map correspond to each of the tower
numbers in the image and in the text. Drone footage supplied by Live Storms Media, Inc., and used with permission.
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sharp bifurcations in tree-fall direction and nearly closed circula-
tion patterns of fallen trees (Fig. 6).

One distinct area of divergence in the tree-fall direction
was noted along the eastern edge of the damage swath near
the area of maximum width, with trees transitioning from fall-
ing along the forward motion vector of the tornado to falling
outward away from the path of the vortex (Fig. 7). This region
of divergent tree-fall orientation indicated that some of the
damage around the region of maximum width was likely due to
the RFD outflow and not directly caused by the tornado. This
RFD outflow damage, consisting of isolated to scattered tree
falls toward the east and northeast, as well as more minor tree
damage, was found by both the WFO MEG and UAH ground
survey teams to the east of the main damage swath, suggesting
a local enhancement in the RFD outflow. Radar observations
from the GWX radar also support a microburst in the RFD,
which is discussed in section 4.

Overall, a synthesis of the ground surveys and aerial photogra-
phy led to a maximum width estimate of approximately 1890 m
(1.17 mi). The aerial imagery also supported an adjustment of
the start and end points of the tornado track, with the
tornado beginning south of U.S. 278 and ending in far southern
Itawamba County, for a total track length of approximately
24.6 km. Assigning a peak damage intensity was challenging.
The high-tension tower damage was the most significant dam-
age to built infrastructure, which supported a rating of at least
EF3. In the initial analysis of this tornado, the operational EF
scale used in the United States was used to assess EF2 damage
to trees in the core of the tornado track (Lyza et al. 2020a).
However, the American Society of Civil Engineers’ (ASCE)
Wind Speed Estimation Standards Committee (WSE) has
been developing revised tree DIs for the EF scale to more

accurately gauge the intensity of tornado damage to forests
(LaDue 2016; LaDue et al. 2018). The revised DIs for tree
damage have yet to be finalized as of this writing, but similar to the
Canadian EF scale (Environment Canada 2021), one option will
likely have a foundation based in the fraction of tree fall observed
along the path, as in Godfrey and Peterson (2017; C. Godfrey,
J. LaDue, C. Peterson 2019, 2022, personal communication). As
discussed in section 2, a series of four adjacent 1800-m-wide cross
sections of 100 m3 100 m plots (72 plots total) across a particu-
larly severe swath of tree damage revealed five plots where
tree fall appeared to exceed 95% of trees (Fig. 8). Table 1
summarizes the various intensity estimations provided by the
U.S. EF scale, the Canadian EF scale, and the Godfrey and
Peterson (2017) method for .95% of trees felled within a
100 m3 100 m area.

While a Rankine vortex model method to estimate tornado
intensity from the pattern of observed tree fall was not
directly applied in this study, a cursory comparison of the
patterns evident in Figs. 6 and 8 to simulations presented in
Holland et al. (2006, hereafter H06) show similarity to those
modeled for loblolly pines in a tornado with a translation
speed of 20–30 m s21 and a maximum ground-relative wind
speed of 92–102 m s21 (their Figs. 13c,d). There are three key
points of comparison between the observed tree-fall patterns
in the Greenwood Springs tornado and the H06 simulations:

1) The Greenwood Springs tornado had an estimated for-
ward motion of 24–27 m s21 during its most intense stage,
as estimated from GWX observations, 4–7 m s21 faster
than the 20 m s21 simulation and 3–6 m s21 slower than
the 30 m s21 simulation.

2) More substantial areas of tree fall against the tornado
were observed in the Greenwood Springs tornado at peak

FIG. 5. House with numerous trees fallen onto it just outside the swath of most severe tree damage along Brown Taylor Road.
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intensity (e.g., Fig. 6) than in the simulations. H06 illu-
strates how tree fall against the forward motion of a
tornado decreases with increasing forward speed for tor-
nadoes of the same ground-relative maximum wind speed
(their Figs. 10–12).

3) The swath of maximal tree damage observed in the
Greenwood Springs tornado was much larger than in the
H06 model simulations (≈100–120 m wide in the H06
Fig. 13c simulations versus .200 m wide at peak intensity
in Greenwood Springs).

FIG. 6. Example of complicated tree-fall patterns observed in the Greenwood Springs tornado
aerial imagery toward the end of the stretch where the tornado was likely at or near peak inten-
sity. Yellow arrows indicate the approximate direction of tree fall, and black contours indicate ele-
vation (mMSL) from a digital elevation model. The tornado was moving approximately from bot-
tom to top of the image with a translation speed estimated at 25 m s21 from GWX observations.

FIG. 7. Aerial imagery highlighting the likely transition between tornado damage (south–north
tree falls on the left) and RFD microburst damage (west–east tree falls on the right) near the
area of maximum continuous damage width.
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These comparisons point to the possibility that the tree damage
patterns observed in the Greenwood Springs tornado damage
may have been associated with winds exceeding 90–100 m s21,
particularly since loblolly pines, the species modeled in H06,
were common along the Greenwood Springs track.

Given the differences between the U.S. EF scale, the Cana-
dian EF scale, and that the tree DIs for the U.S. EF scale are
likely to undergo a significant change in the future (which will
likely align them closer to the current Canadian EF scale tree
DI), the Canadian EF scale and the Godfrey and Peterson
(2017) method were used to assign a maximum rating to the
most severe tree damage in this study, with the qualitative
comparison to the Rankine vortex model in Holland et al.
(2006) used as a confidence builder. Additionally, five outside
damage survey experts (C. Godfrey, J. LaDue, F. Lombardo,
C. Peterson, and Z. Wienhoff 2022, personal communication),
including four with specific expertise in tree damage, were
consulted in assigning an EF rating to the most severe tree
damage. The final estimation of maximum damage intensity
based on the available damage indicators was at least EF4,2

with a maximum 3-s gust exceeding 76.0 m s21 ($170 mph).
Figure 9 summarizes the entire damage track. How this dam-
age assessment compares to the radar observations from
GWX and the implications for the EF scale are discussed in
section 5.

4. Radar observations

The large size of the Greenwood Springs tornado and its
proximity to the GWX WSR-88D afforded an opportunity to
coarsely resolve the tornado structure as low as 47 m ARL as

it was producing the peak intensity damage observed in the
damage analysis. The western edge of the tornado was ap-
proximately 700 m away from GWX at closest approach,
with the center of the damage track about 920 m away. The
close approach to GWX provided radar sampling nearly
parallel to the forward motion vector of the tornado, lead-
ing to GWX sampling nearly the maximum ground-relative
wind component despite a translational speed of between
20 and 27 m s21. Figure 10 details the maximumDoppler velocity
(Vmax) and VROT for all sweeps where the couplet associated
with the tornado was centered#200 m above radar level (ARL).

The most intense Vmax value recorded by the GWX radar
was 81.5 m s21 (182 mph) at 56 m (183 ft) ARL at 0425:51
UTC (Fig. 11), at an elevation angle of 0.98 and a range of
3.62 km.3 At the lowest elevation scan with a reliable
sampling of the tornado cyclone, GWX detected a Vmax of
76.0 m s21 (170 mph) at 47 m (154 ft) ARL at 0427:16 UTC,
at an elevation angle of 0.58 and a range of 5.62 km. The peak
observed VROT value was 50.3 m s21, coincident with peak
Vmax measurement at 0425:51 UTC. The Vmax and VROT

remained .70 and 40 m s21, respectively, until 0431:22 UTC,
when both values began to steadily decrease prior to tornado
dissipation (around 0440 UTC).

The TDS associated with the Greenwood Springs tornado
was large as soon as it moved out of the “no data” region of
the GWX radar. The very first sweep where the TDS diam-
eter could be confidently determined (the 0.98 sweep at
0425 UTC where the 81.5 m s21 Vmax was detected in Fig. 10)
featured a maximum TDS radial diameter of 1.75 km, using a

FIG. 8. (a) Overview of the five 100 m3 100 m plots estimated to feature.95% tree fall in the analyzed cross sections
of the Greenwood Springs tornado track. (b) Zoomed depiction of the right-center plot (as indicated by the red arrow).

2 This analysis is independent of WFO MEG’s final assessment
of EF2 damage intensity in StormData.

3 The 81.5 m s21 value represents a “best interpretation”
through manual de-aliasing of the GWX radar data. Given the
subjective nature of manual de-aliasing, it is worth noting that
some potential for error exists in interpretation of these precise
values.
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threshold of rhv , 0.8. The maximum TDS diameter using the
rhv , 0.8 threshold was 3.00 km, achieved on two 0.58 sweeps
at 0431:04 and 0434:57 UTC and a 5.18 sweep at 0434:42 UTC,
and the maximum depth was approximately 4.81 km (15.8 kft)
on the 0431:04–0436:47 UTC GWX volume.

The sensitivity tests using rhv thresholds of rhv , 0.80, 0.85,
0.90, and 0.95 revealed that TDS diameter was sensitive to the
choice of threshold. The maximum TDS diameters for each
threshold were 3.00, 4.75, 7.00, and 10.25 km, respectively.
The 3.00-km maximum diameter at the most restrictive
threshold of rhv , 0.80 would place it near the upper echelon
of TDS diameters catalogued in Schultz et al. (2012),4 particu-
larly for tornadoes in close range to the sampling radar. Maxi-
mum TDS depth was less sensitive to the choice of threshold,
with maximum depths of 4.81, 4.81, 4.92, and 4.92 km, respec-
tively. These TDS depths all exceed the average values for
maximum TDS vertical extent for EF3–EF4 tornadoes found
in Van Den Broeke and Jauernic (2014, their Table 2) and far
exceed the average values for maximum TDS vertical extent
observed in either coniferous or deciduous forests in torna-
does rated $EF2 (Van Den Broeke and Jauernic 2014, their
Fig. 7b). Time–height plots of TDS radial diameter for each
threshold indicate that maximum diameter was generally lo-
cated higher in elevation and later in time for progressively
less restrictive rhv criteria (Fig. 12). It is hypothesized that this
pattern is due to the centrifuging and dispersion of lofted de-
bris leading to wider expanses of lesser amounts of debris
being sampled by the radar beam up to higher elevations later
in the life cycle of the tornado. This dispersion of debris, like
that documented in Van Den Broeke (2015), can clearly be
seen in plan position indicator (PPI) scans from GWX (Fig. 13).

As the Greenwood Springs tornado moved away from
GWX, a microburst was observed between the tornado and
the dissipating initial tornado, within the rear-flank downdraft
of the storm (Fig. 14). Evidence of this microburst was also
found in the ground damage surveys by both UAH and WFO
MEG, as described in section 3. The RFDmicroburst immedi-
ately preceded the beginning of a weakening trend in both
Vmax and VROT that persisted through the dissipation of the
tornado.

5. Discussion

The damage survey, aerial photography, and GWX radar
observations all indicate that the Greenwood Springs tornado
was a violent event. The proximity of the most intense dam-
age to the GWX radar allowed for a unique opportunity to
compare the observed damage to radar observations in a
heavily wooded area. Furthermore, this case presents a rare
opportunity to capture the near-maximum wind velocity com-
ponent of a fast-translating tornado given its motion nearly
parallel to radials from GWX.

As shown in Fig. 10, there were six sweeps where GWX
recorded Vmax values that exceeded 60.8 m s21 (136 mph), the
lower-bound wind speed for the EF3 range on the EF scale,
below a height of 200 m ARL. Three sweeps featured Vmax

values that exceed 74.0 m s21 (166 mph), the lower-bound
wind speed for the EF4 range. In two of these sweeps, the
Vmax values were below 60 m ARL. There are, however,
several caveats in relating these radar measurements to the
observed damage along the track and are described below for
this case. These caveats are similar to those for using mobile
radars to estimate tornado intensity that are described in
Snyder and Bluestein (2014). Additionally, given the ongoing
assessment of the use of radar in evaluating tornado intensity,
it is worthwhile to assess the GWX observations in compari-
son with observations of tornadoes from mobile radars.

TABLE 1. Summary of applicable tree damage assessment methods from the operational U.S. EF scale, the operational Canadian
EF scale, and from the methodology in Godfrey and Peterson (2017). For the U.S. and Canadian EF scales, the three numbers
provided for the estimated wind speed range represent the lower-bound, expected, and upper-bound 3-s, 10 m AGL maximum wind
gust values for each damage indicator (DI), degree of damage (DOD) combination.

Damage assessment method
Maximum-applicable tree

DI, DOD
Estimated wind speed range

(m s21) Possible EF rating range

Operational U.S. EF scale
(WSEC 2006)

DI 27 (“Trees: Hardwood”),
DOD 6 (“Trunks
snapped”)

41.6–49.2–59.9 EF1–EF2

Canadian EF scale Chapter 27 [“C-2 Trees
(C-T)”], DOD 6 (“More
than 80% of mature trees
snapped and/or uprooted;
numerous trees may be
denuded/debarked by
missiles with only stubs of
largest branches
remaining”)

52.8–65.3–76.4 EF2–EF4

Godfrey and Peterson (2017) .95% of trees felled in a
100 m 3 100 m plot

$80 5 EF4–EF5

4 Schultz et al. (2012) used a threshold of rhv # 0.70 to define a
TDS to more confidently discriminate between debris and hail us-
ing a C-band radar.
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The EF scale wind speed estimates are calibrated as 3-s
gusts at 10 m above ground level (AGL; Snyder and Bluestein
2014). While the radar measurements presented are at very

low elevations relative to ground level compared to the vast
majority of serendipitously collected radar data of tornadoes,
how they relate to elevations above ground level can vary sub-
stantially from the radar elevation reference point. The GWX
radar is located atop a local high point in land elevation, with
a land elevation of approximately 148 m above mean sea level
(MSL). With a 21 m (70 ft) tower, the elevation of the an-
tenna is approximately 169 m MSL. The land elevation along
the Greenwood Springs tornado track generally increases
from the start of the track to the end of the track, ranging
from approximately 100 to 170 m MSL.

However, as suggested by the elevation of GWX despite it
being located near the start of the track, the land elevation
varies substantially along the track. These variations can be as
substantial as 20–40 m over relatively short distances (e.g.,
Fig. 6). With a resolution volume range depth of 250 m, some
of these variations can occur within the distance of a single
sample volume gate of the GWX radar, indicating that the
height above ground level that a given radar gate represents
can vary substantially within the area of a given gate, let alone
across adjacent gates.

Such changes in land elevation within a radar gate area are
likely critical to relating how the measured Doppler velocity
compares to the true intensity of the tornado according to the
EF scale gust standard. Analysis of 12 volumes of Rapid-Scan
Doppler-On-Wheels (RSDOW) data from the 25 May 2012

FIG. 9. Overview map of the Greenwood Springs tornado
track, synthesizing information from the UAH and WFO MEG
ground damage surveys and aerial photography. The locations
of damage showcased in figures elsewhere in this manuscript
are annotated.

FIG. 10. Time–height depictions of (a) maximum Doppler veloc-
ity (Vmax) and (b) rotational velocity (VROT) below 200 m ARL for
the Greenwood Springs tornado from the GWX radar. The Vmax

values are shaded by the EF wind gust range into which they would
fall if they represented a 3-s, 10 m AGL gust value, as indicated by
the color bar.

5 The Godfrey and Peterson (2017) estimated wind speed range
minimum value was approximated by their Fig. 7, estimating the
lower-bound threshold of the 95% confidence interval for the
wind speed necessary to fell .95% of trees in a 100 m 3 100 m
plot.
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Russell, Kansas, tornado indicated a mean and median 10%
decrease in wind speed between 10 and 40 m AGL (Kosiba
and Wurman 2013). Similarly, observations from the Goshen
County, Wyoming, tornado of 5 June 2009 indicate that the
intensity of the tornado vortex likely peaked well below 50 m
AGL (Wurman et al. 2013; French et al. 2014). While these
research radar observations represent extremely small sam-
ples, they are consistent with large-eddy simulations (LES)
performed by Lewellen et al. (1997), which indicated the like-
lihood of tornado winds reaching a peak intensity within 50 m
of the surface. Both the available observations and simula-
tions suggest an important sensitivity of tornado wind speeds
to proximity to the ground. Given that GWX is located on a
local area of higher elevation, that the total height of the land
and tower exceeds any land around the region of inferred
maximum intensity of the Greenwood Springs tornado, and
the lowest elevation of any of the gates plotted in Fig. 10 is
47 m ARL, it seems unlikely that GWX would have sam-
pled the maximum wind speed associated with the tornado,
even if it had been sampling the vortex at its absolute peak
intensity.

Not only is it evident that GWX observations do not neces-
sarily represent the wind at 10 m AGL, but they also do not
represent a 3-s gust. Analysis of individual sweep files in
SOLO3 and Tables 5–6 in the Federal Meteorological Hand-
book No. 11 (OFCM 2017) provide a rotation rate between
∼158 and 308 s21 for GWX. Given that each radial for the su-
per-resolution sweeps has an azimuthal sampling interval of

0.58, data for each gate represents an approximate data collec-
tion time between 3.3 3 1022 and 6.6 3 1022 s. While these
observations are collected over almost a full order of mag-
nitude longer of a period than data from a rapid-scan radar
(Snyder and Bluestein 2014), they still represent a far
shorter gust time than the 3-s gust standard of the EF
scale.

Although the integration period for each gate of data may
be much shorter than the EF scale gust standard, the sample
volume of a bin of WSR-88D datum is much larger than most
mobile research radars. For example, the maximum Doppler
velocity observed by GWX in the Greenwood Springs tor-
nado of 81.5 m s21 was observed at a mean range of 3.625 km
from the radar. With a 250-m resolution volume range depth,
the distance of the gate from the radar was approximately
3.5 to 3.75 km. While super resolution decreases the azi-
muthal sampling from 1.08 to 0.58, the beamwidth remains
0.98. Thus, given the observed 3.625-km range, 250-m resolu-
tion volume range depth, and a 0.98 beamwidth and assuming
the volume of a column over the small distance of a radar
range gate, the 81.5 m s21 pixel represents a volume of
6.4 3 105 m3. By comparison, the RSDOW utilized in Kosiba
and Wurman (2013) has a 0.98 beamwidth (that oversamples at
0.38–0.48) and a resolution volume range depth of 25 m. A gate
centered at a range of 3.625 km with a beamwidth of 0.98 and
resolution volume range depth of 25 m would have a volume of
6.4 3 104 m3. Given that the integration time for GWX is lon-
ger than rapid-scan radars and the bin volume is larger, it seems

FIG. 11. Plan-position indicator (PPI) plots of (a) equivalent reflectivity factor (Ze), (b) manually de-aliased radial
velocity (Vr), (c) spectrum width (sv), and (d) copolar correlation coefficient (rhv) from the 0.98 GWX sweep at
0425:51 UTC 14 Apr 2019, the time of the highest Vr value observed during the Greenwood Springs tornado. The
EF0 damage contour of the tornado track is outlined in blue.
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likely that overestimates of the peak 3-s gust at 10 m AGL are
lesser with the observations of the Greenwood Springs tornado
than mobile radar observations of other tornadoes.

The frequency of observations from GWX during the life
cycle of the Greenwood Springs tornado also serves to limit
the ability to directly compare the radar observations with
the damage caused by the tornado. The 158–308 s21 antenna
rotation rate on the lower elevation sweeps of GWX pale in
comparison to the rotation rates of rapid-scanning radars,
such as the 1808 s21 rate on the University of Oklahoma
Rapid-Scanning X-band Polarimetric (RaXPol) radar
(Pazmany et al. 2013). The combination of the fast transla-
tion of the Greenwood Springs tornado and the slow data
collection from GWX limited the total number of sweeps
below 100 m ARL to five. While any low-level radar data
collected in a forested area are exceedingly rare, the lack of
continuous, high-resolution near-surface observations lim-
its the comparison of radar data to the damage survey in
this case to a primarily qualitative analysis.

The underlying land cover, coupled with the aforem-
entioned terrain, further increases uncertainty in interpreting
the radar observations from GWX. The mature wooded
regions along the tornado track consisted of trees exceeding
20-m height. However, due to substantial tree farming in the
area, these wooded regions were discontinuous, with much of
the path consisting of a mixture of mature woods, densely
packed but small, young, newly planted trees, and barren
land, all sitting atop small wavelength, rough topography. A
chaotic land surface such as that underlying the Greenwood
Springs tornado may feature an aerodynamic roughness
length (zo) exceeding 1 m (Davenport 1960; Wieringa 1980).
By comparison, Wurman et al. (2013) estimated the zo values
in the path of the Goshen County tornado to range between

0.01 and 0.04 m, and the LES experiments by Lewellen et al.
(1997) utilized a zo value of 0.2 m. While friction is thought to
play a key role in tornado intensity being maximized near the
surface through frictionally induced convergence of angular
momentum (Lewellen et al. 1997), it is unclear how such sig-
nificant values of zo might impact the vertical profile of wind
speed within a tornado.

Further complicating matters in attempting to characterize
the low-level tornado structure, the violent tornado quickly
lofted a tremendous quantity of tree debris into the vortex, as
evidenced by the prominent 66.5-dBZ debris signature in Zh

in Fig. 14a. Dowell et al. (2005) illustrated the influence that
debris loading can have on the Doppler velocity pattern asso-
ciated with tornadoes, with debris loading leading to a broad-
ening of the velocity couplet, weakening of the peak Doppler
velocity magnitudes in the couplet, and radial displacement
owing to centrifuging. Vertical profiles of Vmax in the Green-
wood Springs tornado indicate similar possible effects of de-
bris on the velocity signature (Fig. 15). Early in the tornado
life cycle (0424:49 UTC volume), Vmax observed by GWX
increased sharply with decreasing distance above the
ground, similar to profiles of the Russell, Kansas, tornado of
25 May 2012 in Kosiba and Wurman (2013, their Fig. 4) and
the El Reno, Oklahoma, tornado of 31 May 2013 in Snyder
and Bluestein (2014, their Fig. 7). As evidenced by Fig. 11,
which represents the 0.98 scan from this volume, debris was al-
ready being lofted (Fig. 11b), but the Zh maximum was not as
prominent as in Fig. 14a (Fig. 10a). By the 0431:04 UTC volume,
the change ofVmax with height below 2 kmARLwas less, which
may have been attributable to debris loading in the vortex.

Additional evidence of the influence of debris loading in
the GWX velocity data can be found in Fig. 16. Early in the
tornado’s life cycle, the damage path and ,200 m ARL

FIG. 12. Time–height scatterplots of TDS radial diameter at thresholds of (a) rhv , 0.80, (b) rhv , 0.85, (c) rhv , 0.90,
and (d) rhv , 0.95 for the Greenwood Springs tornado from the GWX radar. Each point represents the midpoint be-
tween the lowest and highest mean pixel heights for pixels reaching each TDS threshold per scan. The time and mean
height for the maximum diameter of the TDS for each threshold are denoted by the3 symbol for reference.
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TDS diameter were each wider than the couplet diameter
(Figs. 16a,c). As debris loading increased, the couplet diam-
eter, as defined by the distance between the maximum in-
bound and outbound radial velocity values, surpassed the
damage path width and approached the diameter of the
TDS. Furthermore, as debris centrifuging from the vortex
increased, the difference between the TDS diameter and
damage path width increased (Fig. 16b). The broadening of
the couplet as the tornado became loaded with debris leads
to an obvious challenge when interpreting the relationship
between the radar observations and damage. For example,
low-level radar pixels directly over the house in Fig. 5 fea-
tured of Vr values in the EF3 wind gust range, with pixels in
the EF4 range just east of the house (Fig. 17). However, the
house did not sustain EF3–EF4 structural damage, and the
most severe tree damage was located west of the house
(Fig. 18). This rightward displacement of the maximum
outbound Vr values associated with the tornadic circulation
from the most intense portion of the damage path re-
mained a consistent signal as the tornado continued north-
ward and began to slowly weaken (Fig. 19). Such rightward
displacement of the most intense Vr relative to the most

intense damage was also noted in the Spencer, South Da-
kota, tornado of 30 May 1998 (Dowell et al. 2005; Wurman
and Alexander 2005). The center of the couplet also became
displaced to the west of the track as tornado moved past the
region of most intense damage and began to weaken (left of
the forward motion; Fig. 16e). This westward displacement
is likely attributable to the combination of the circulation
weakening and the “canceling” effect of the fast forward
motion on the tangential velocity component opposing the
forward motion of the tornado. Given the combination of
the sharp drop in VROT and weaker damage after 0429 UTC
(Fig. 16d), it is possible that some of the weakening of the tor-
nado itself after it produced EF4 damage was directly due to
the debris loading (e.g., Lewellen et al. 2008), but separating
those effects from other tornado-scale and storm-scale pro-
cesses, such as the influence of the RFD microburst detailed in
Fig. 14 on the tornado structure, is impossible with this dataset.

While debris loading of the funnel complicated the relation-
ship between the GWX observations and the damage, the sur-
vival of the house in Fig. 5 still raises questions about how to
evaluate tornado intensity in forested areas, given the signifi-
cant tree damage surrounding it. It seems plausible that the

FIG. 13. 0.58 PPI plots of rhv at (a) 0433, (b) 0440, (c) 0449, and (d) 0457 UTC 14 Apr 2019, illustrating the evolution
of debris fallout associated with the Greenwood Springs tornado.
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trees may have sheltered the structure from the strongest
winds of the tornado, allowing the structure to remain stand-
ing even as most trees were snapped, uprooted, or stripped
around it. Most of these mature trees were much greater than
10 m tall, while the one-story house was less than ∼5 m tall.
Tree-fall fraction was at least 75% surrounding the house,
which would suggest EF2–EF3 damage intensity on the Cana-
dian EF scale, but the house itself suffered minimal damage
other than that caused by trees falling on it. The question re-
mains that if the trees are modifying the vertical wind profile
of the tornado such that the wind speeds causing the tree
damage are much greater than the actual 10-m wind speed in
these forested areas, then which wind speed should be used to
evaluate the intensity of the tornado?

6. Summary and conclusions

Ground survey information, aerial photography, and close-
range observations from the GWX WSR-88D all illustrate
that the Greenwood Springs tornado was large and violent.
Damage indicators along the track supported a maximum
rating of at least EF4 on the EF scale, with the most intense
damage consisting of near-100% blowdown of large swaths
of mature woodland in the core of the damage path at peak
intensity The peak radial velocity sampled by the GWX
WSR-88D radar was 81.5 m s21 at an elevation of 56 m ARL.
The TDS associated with the tornado was immediately large as
the tornado moved out of the “no data” region of the GWX ra-
dar and displayed a classical evolution of debris loading and
dispersion as the tornado slowly weakened and eventually
dissipated.

This study highlights some of the challenges in relating
tornado intensity to radar observations and in assessing tor-
nado damage intensity, particularly once substantial debris
has been lofted into the vortex. While close-range observa-
tions from the GWX radar exist, comparison of the radar
observations to tree damage is complicated by the fact that
the radar-inferred vertical wind profile of the tornado dif-
fered substantially from the observed peak-intensity dam-
age, despite some of the radar observations being collected
at an estimated mean beam height below 50 m ARL. None-
theless, the extreme tree damage observed along the track
near the strongest Vr observations from GWX lends cre-
dence to the findings from Godfrey and Peterson (2017)
and the Canadian EF scale that extreme tree-fall fraction
(.95% over a 100 m 3 100 m area) may most likely be as-
sociated with violent (EF4–EF5) tornadic winds. Qualita-
tive comparison to the results from the Rankine vortex
model estimation of tornado intensity based on tree-fall
pattern from H06 also suggested that the Greenwood
Springs event was a violent tornado, potentially even EF5
intensity.

FIG. 15. Vertical profiles of maximum outbound radial velocity
(Vmax) of the couplet associated with theGreenwood Springs tornado
from the GWX radar for the 0424:49, 0431:04, and 0437:08 UTC 14
Apr 2019 volume times. Values annotated with times but not on the
profile lines are from the extra MESO-SAILS 0.58sweeps from each
volume.

FIG. 14. (a) 0.58 PPIs of Ze and (b) Vr at 0429 UTC 14 Apr 2019, showing the location of the rear-flank microburst
relative to the Greenwood Springs tornado (“Tornado 2”), as well as the initial tornado associated with the parent
supercell (“Tornado 1”).
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Additionally, this study showcases the fundamental weak-
ness of the current operational EF scale DIs for trees in the
United States. Not only do the near-surface velocity observa-
tions from the GWX radar support the Greenwood Springs

tornado being violent, despite extensive debris loading of
the vortex, but the metrics of the TDS extent, particularly
depth, exceed the mean values observed in intense ($EF3)
tornadoes. Tornado intensity estimation and climatology

FIG. 16. Scatterplots of (a) damage path width as a function of couplet diameter, (b) damage path width as a function of TDS diameter,
and (c) TDS diameter as a function of couplet diameter for all GWX observations where the couplet from GWX was centered at or below
200 m ARL. (d) Time series of mean couplet altitude and VROT and (e) a map overlaying couplet center points with the EF contours of
the tornado track are supplied for reference.

FIG. 17. Zoomed-in map of the pixels with Vr values in the EF31 range overlaid with aerial
imagery and the location of the house pictured in Fig. 5 along Brown Taylor Road.
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contain numerous systematic flaws (Edwards et al. 2013),
and past studies comparing close-range radar, near-surface
(,200 m ARL) observations to damage analysis have found
inconsistencies between radar-measured Doppler velocity
and damage-derived intensity estimates (e.g., Wurman and
Alexander 2005; Wurman et al. 2013; Wakimoto et al.

2016). However, the estimation of tornado intensity from
tree-fall fraction yielded a result that is far better aligned
with the GWX radar observations and is likely far more
representative of the actual intensity of the tornado.

Furthermore, the survival of a house near the maximum
damage intensity raises questions about how similar the

FIG. 18. Aerial imagery of the beginning of the most intense tree damage swath (rated EF4)
associated with the Greenwood Springs tornado and the positions of the images shown in Figs. 3
and 5 overlaid.

FIG. 19. Zoomed-in map of the most intense damage region of the Greenwood Springs
tornado with GWX pixels featuring Vr values in the EF3 or EF4 wind speed range overlaid. The
elevation values indicate the range of estimated beam heights for pixels in each GWX sweep
where EF31 Vr values are detected.
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near-surface wind profile of a tornado moving over a
higher-roughness surface is to the observations of near-
surface tornado wind profiles collected over the relatively
smooth, open Great Plains region. Given that the EF scale
standard is an estimated 3-s gust speed at 10 m AGL, should
such an estimate be adjusted for damage in densely forested
areas, where shelter effects from the tree canopy may other-
wise lessen the 10-m wind speed? How does the tornado wind
speed profile respond as a large percentage of underlying tim-
ber falls? These questions remain unresolved in this study.
However, this study does emphasize the need to use extensive
caution when interpreting the wind speeds measured in torna-
does by Doppler radar and inferring the intensity of a tornado
from them, even when those observations are at close-range
and close to the ground. The representativeness of radar ob-
servations relative to the 3-s gust standard of the EF scale is
unclear, as is how the vertical wind profile of a tornado near
the surface may differ across differing terrain, land cover,
land use, and surface roughness, as well as in different
environments.

To the authors’ knowledge, the Greenwood Springs tor-
nado study presented herein is unprecedented in formal liter-
ature in its presentation of near-surface (,100 m ARL) radar
observations in a region of dense tree cover. While similar
studies of any future serendipitous cases are certainly encour-
aged, further advancement of understanding many of the
questions posed by this dataset will be more feasible through
controlled simulation experiments. Large-eddy simulations
akin to those used to study tornado structure (e.g., Lewellen
et al. 1997) and the impacts of debris loading (Lewellen et al.
2008; Bodine et al. 2016) and underlying terrain (Satrio et al.
2020) could prove useful in understanding the interplay be-
tween tornadoes and the surface in regions of dense tree cover.
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be accessed through the damage assessment toolkit (https://
apps.dat.noaa.gov/stormdamage/damageviewer/). Aerial pho-
tography can be obtained upon request. The digital elevation
model used in Fig. 6 can be accessed from the U.S.
Geological Survey (https://www.sciencebase.gov/catalog/
item/5eacf03482cefae35a24c279).
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